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Gymnastics 
Balance: Hold a simple upright balance for a short 
time. 
Rotation: Complete a forward roll on your shoulder in 
untucked shape.  Complete a backward roll on your 
shoulder in untucked shape. 
Develop a simple gymnastics sequence: Use 
balance, poise, jump, height, flight and rotation to 
develop a simple gymnastic routine. 
Engagement: Show good engagement and 
commitment to gymnastic tasks.      

 

 

 

During gymnastics unit, students will develop and perform gymnastic routines combining an upright 
balance, an inverted balance, forward and backwards roll.  

During floorball unit, students will work to develop floorball skills, movement, trapping the ball, 
passing the ball, dribbling, and marking on and off the attacker.  Students will develop their 
understanding of the floorball game, teamwork, strategy and game structure. They will practice team 
positioning, striking and catching technique.  

 

For further information, please contact:  Alistair Hamilton hamiltona@scotscollege.school.nz   

 

 

Floorball 
Move: Move into a space to receive the ball. 
Trapping: Receive the ball with control. 
Pass: Pass the ball to a teammate who is free. 
Look to centre the ball. 
Dribble: Dribble the ball with control. 
Positioning: Mark off-the-ball attacker. Follow the 
off-the-ball attacker. Mark on-the-ball attacker. 
Follow the on-the-ball attacker. 

Gymnastics                                             
Balance: Hold a difficult upright balance for a 
reasonable time with poise.  
Rotation: Complete forward roll taking weight 
on arms and in tucked position. Complete a 
backward roll on your shoulder in a tucked 
shape.  
Develop a simple gymnastics sequence: 
Use balance, poise, jump, height, flight and 
rotation to develop a simple gymnastics 
routine. 
Engagement: Show good engagement and 
commitment to gymnastics tasks.      

 

Floorball 
Move: Move away from defender and into an open space to 
receive the ball. 
Trapping: Receive the ball with control and look for open 
space and teammates before shooting, passing or dribbling. 
Pass: Pass the ball when marked to a teammate and move 
into open space. Look to centre the ball. 
Dribble: Dribble into open space towards opponent’s goal. 
Positioning: Mark off-the-ball attacker. Mark the attacker 
and prevent the attacker from receiving the ball. Mark on-
the-ball attacker: Prevent the attacker with the ball from 
shooting. 
  

 

Gymnastics: 
Balance: Hold a difficult upright balance for a 
reasonable time showing some confidence and poise. 
Rotation: Complete forward roll taking weight on 
arms, in tucked position and performed smoothly. 
Complete backward roll taking weight on arms, in 
tucked position and performed smoothly and safely. 
Develop a complex and imaginative sequence. 
The performance should flow smoothly with limited 
faults. 
Engagement: Show good engagement and 
commitment to gymnastics tasks. 

 

Floorball 
Move: Move away from defender and into open space to 
create options for teammate to pass, dribble or shoot. 
Trapping: Receive the ball with control, fake to shoot, 
pass or dribble to create space. 
Pass: Pass the ball when marked to a teammate who is 
free, move away from defender and into open space to 
receive the ball. Look to centre the ball. 
Dribble: Dribble into open space towards the goal and 
shoot when within range and ability.  
Positioning: Mark off-the-ball attacker. Intercept the 
ball when it is within the defender’s reach. Mark on-the-
ball attacker. Prevent the attacker with the ball from 
dribbling towards the goal or passing to another attacker. 
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